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"Not now," Lewis answered. "Give him time not to
fail, Julie. He has transcended every other loss. He is
beyond any help we can give or any reparation we can
make."
He said this so quietly and with so profound a passion
that Julie, hearing again in his voice that ring of devotion
and exaltation which had first set him apart from other
men in her eyes, turned to him in sharp wonder, in the
delight of rediscovery. "You love him," she exclaimed.
"You could not speak like that if you did not love him."
"As a pupil loves his master," Lewis replied, and, going
out of the hut, he looked up through the branches to
the sky, seeing that the storm had passed. The branches,
even the highest, moved little. The wind had dropped and
between the western beeches a reddened sun was slanting
into the wood. Julie also came out, and stood beside him,
Through showering sprays they went on to the moor.
As the gloom of the copse fell back and the great expanse
of the evening sky shone upon their faces, they were
touched by the blissful awe of those who, in the instant of
beauty or love, are bound in a common wonder and look
deeply into one another and speak silently as they cannot
at other times. For the spirit of man is blind and dumb
except God touch him, and awake, in the winter of his
flesh, the spring of his immortality.
The air, cooled and polished by rain, had that trans-
parency with which at sundown on wet evenings it is
sometimes invested, as though the substance of it had
been drawn away and there remained between earth's
floor and dome only a lucent emptiness edged with
crystalline fires. Soon the crystal would be stained by
dusk, the forms of earth thicken and night flow on; but
for a little while the trees dreamed above their shadows
and time slept. Lewis and Julie waited. At last, when
the heather had begun to darken, they set out towards
Enkendaal.

